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About This Game

Cranes!

Cranes is a 3D physics puzzle game where you need to use cranes to move boxes to specific locations.
The game features 8 sections of levels, containing 8 levels each. Unlock features like conveyor belts, walls, and pistons!

A good mixture of easy and hard levels. You need to think outside the box!
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Title: Cranes
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Tibromatic Games
Publisher:
Tibromatic Games
Release Date: 4 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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This game has clever puzzles where you have to use and abuse physics and the rules of the game to be able to solve them.
It\u00b4s fun, I like it.. I would recommend this game if you're looking for some easy\/medium difficulty puzzle-type
experience. Very cute, minimalistic design, the controls take a little bit of practice to master (for me many-many fallen and
broken boxes resulted from the learning curve. :D ), but it is so rewarding to be able to advance! I find the level difficulty and
the unlock progression to be well balanced, they keep you wanting to continue, although I did have the occassional rage-quit
moments.. The music fits the overall style nicely as well!

A solid 7\/10 from me! :). Its a very cool game.Strongly recommend.A lot of puzzles and thinking,time killer ;)
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